
An interesting hand?

This hand is taken from an Eve Harrison Salver event in February this year. It raises a plethora of points of interest in 
both declarer and defender play. As South and dealer with NS vulnerable, you hold:

S AK1096
H Q74
D K103
C KQ

You open 1S, West overcalls 2C and partner supports to 2S. East passes and with 17 points you invite with 3S, West 
passes and North accepts by raising to game which is passed out. West leads CA and this exposes the following 
dummy. Work out your plan of play before reading on.

North
S Q85
H K852
D J6
C J764

South
S AK1096
H Q74
D K103
C KQ

You assess your prospects with little enthusiasm. Arguably, you should have downgraded your hand after West’s 
overcall (the CQ isn’t likely to be worth anything) and passed 2S. North was worth the raise to game, playing you for 
short clubs, but the fit shows at least three aces to lose and potential additional losers in hearts and diamonds. You 
need some fortune along the way. 

On the opening lead, East plays C9 and you drop? East’s C9 might well be a singleton so you need to consider how 
you might persuade West to switch. The only possibility is to make West believe East has K93 so you drop CQ. 
Dropping CK is less likely to succeed because West will know that, with Q93, East will know that declarer has a 
singleton and would play C3 to encourage a switch. Needless to say all of this thinking should happen before you play
from dummy.

After some thought, West does indeed switch to a trump; so far so good. You have to restrict your diamond losers to 
one and if West holds AQ you cannot make your contract. East must therefore have the A, Q or AQ. After cashing SA,
you enter dummy via SQ, preserving S6 in hand. If SJ comes down in two rounds S8 would become another 
potentially useful entry to dummy. The diamond possibilities are balanced but as West is the overcaller you decide to 
play him for DA and lead DJ from dummy. East follows low which causes you to pause (very) briefly for thought. 
Would he not cover with DQ if he had it? Surely he would so, changing tack you rise with DK and are inwardly relieved
to see it hold. You are not out of the wood yet though. Refraining from drawing the last trump as you do not want to 
give either defender an opportunity to make a revealing discard, you play a small heart towards dummy and West 
again goes into a trance. His analysis of the play so far suggests that East has CK93 and declarer DAK. He reasons 
that if East also has HQ, he should rise with HA and continue with HJ. However, as you can see, this allows South to 
win in hand, draw the last trump, cash CK and enter dummy via HK to discard his two losing diamonds on CJ and the 
long heart for ten tricks. Phew! The full hand is shown overleaf.
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North
S Q85
H K852
D J6
C J764

West East
S J43 S 72
H AJ10 H 963
D Q6 D A98742
C A10852 C 93

South
S AK1096
H Q74
D K103
C KQ

In addition to the points made during the commentary above, I would add:

 Some of you might look askance at West’s overcall. The suit’s not great, only five cards and he has a 
pretty scrappy 12 points. However, he is NV against V and the bid might later give East a useful pointer to his 
best lead. For example, if East had CKx, it would have been a very useful pointer.

 Looking only at West’s hand and remembering the bidding, would you have selected CA as your best 
lead? No, neither would I. Given West’s holding, East is unlikely to hold anything of any consequence in spades 
so I would have led a spade. In a contract which is known to be ‘tight’ from the bidding, it usually pays to defend 
passively and leave declarer to open up the side suits.

 West’s switch to a trump at trick 2 was not a huge error but having worked out that East probably held 
K93, why not continue clubs to force declarer? A club continuation at that point would certainly not be wrong.

 You may also be shaking your head at West’s apparently ‘wrong’ play of HA on the first round. Under 
normal circumstances you would play H10 on declarer’s first lead, holding HAJ over declarer’s (presumed) HQ. 
Here, however, in addition to West’s original thinking about East holding HQ, there is also a possibility that 
declarer has opened 1S with:

S AK109x
H x
D AK10xxx
C Q

Most Acol bidders (including me) would see this as a hand to reverse on, opening 1D and being prepared to bid 
and rebid spades thereafter but I have seen many prefer to open 1S in order to show five spades as soon as they
rebid in diamonds. However, in my view, 1S rebidding 2D would be an underbid and 1S and jump rebidding 3D 
an overbid. What do you think?

 Finally, I was the rather fortunate South in question here and this hand illustrates the importance of 
maintaining an outwardly calm and apparently unconcerned demeanour even when your prospects look pretty 
slim. So many declarers, faced with the dummy above at trick 1, would mutter openly to themselves about their 
prospects, in effect making excuses for their presumed failure in advance. This is exceedingly helpful to the 
defenders. Give yourself the best chance, give the defenders the opportunity to go wrong, impersonate the swan 
on the surface and keep your mental fingers crossed. Who knows, you might just succeed as I did!

Dick Wheeler
March 2019
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